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ABOUT TAI PING
Founded in 1956, Tai Ping is renowned for its premium carpets. With a presence in 100
countries, Tai Ping’s creations grace the floors of palaces, hotels, corporate headquarters,
and fine residences around the world.
Tai Ping’s vertically-integrated operations and presence throughout Asia, Europe, and
the United States provide an unmatched level of collaboration in design, manufacturing,
and customer service.

WILLOW
As far back as the 1780’s, the distinctive blue-and-white patterns of fine porcelain referred
to as Willow Ware have been transporting Westerners with their delicate, stylised motifs.
Plates and tea cups with precisely-placed pagodas and eccentric trees and birds surround the
mysteriously intricate illustration that has captured imaginations for centuries: the Chinese
willow. The intrigue behind this fantastical design has inspired Tai Ping to take it beyond the
simple table setting. Interpreting the classic pattern in a very different luxury material - pure
wool - Tai Ping’s Willow Collection adds a modern aesthetic and channels a timeless sense of
craft, romance, and legend.

Once there was a wealthy Mandarin who had a beautiful daughter named Koong-se. The Mandarin
employed a young man named Chang, who fell deeply in love with Koong-se. Though it was strictly
forbidden, Koong-se returned his affection. The couple kept their love discreet, sharing only stolen
moments.
Despite many precautions, their secret was soon exposed. Enraged, the Mandarin banished Chang
from the compound and constructed an enormous wall around the estate to prevent the two from ever
seeing one another again. Not long after the wall’s completion, Koong-se was dismayed to learn that
she had been promised to a noble warrior Duke. When word of the pending union reached Chang,
he vowed to take action. On an appointed night, Chang stole through the estate gates disguised in a
servant’s robes. He found his way to Koong-se, who sat weeping beneath the boughs of an ancient
willow.
The lovers hastily escaped to a distant island where they lived happily for many years. But, the
vindictive Mandarin could not forgive his daughter and never stopped searching for her. Sadly, one
night, the couple was discovered. In his anger, the Mandarin set fire to the couple’s hut while they
slept. The lovers perished in each other’s arms. But, so touched were the gods by the purity of Chang
and Koong-se’s love that they turned them into doves; destined to freely soar the open skies together
for eternity.

LEGEND

LEGEND
Product Number

WL01

Construction

Patterned Cut / Loop

Face Fibre

100% Wool

Tufted Pile Weight

42 oz / yd2 (1424 g/m2)

Dye Method

Skein Dyed

Backing

PREMISE™

Tile Size

23.62 x 23.62 in
(60 x 60 cm)

Note: pattern shown railroaded.
Legend pattern is comprised of 12 tiles.
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SAGA

SAGA
Product Number

WL02

Construction

Patterned Cut / Loop

Face Fibre

100% Wool

Tufted Pile Weight

42 oz / yd2 (1424 g/m2)

Dye Method

Skein Dyed

Backing

PREMISE™

Tile Size

23.62 x 23.62 in
(60 x 60 cm)
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MYTH
Product Number

WL03

Construction

Patterned Cut / Loop

Face Fibre

100% Wool

Tufted Pile Weight

42 oz / yd2 (1424 g/m2)

Dye Method

Skein Dyed

Backing

PREMISE™

Tile Size

23.62 x 23.62 in
(60 x 60 cm)
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FABLE

FABLE
Product Number

WL04

Construction

Patterned Cut / Loop

Face Fibre

100% Wool

Tufted Weight

42 oz / yd2 (1424 g/m2)

Dye Method

Skein Dyed

Backing

PREMISE™

Tile Size

23.62 x 23.62 in
(60 x 60 cm)
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

ENVIRONMENT
At Tai Ping we recognise that our choices have implications for our customers, associates, and
environment. We believe it is our responsibility to invest the same level of care and craft into using
and managing resources as we do in creating our carpets.
Tai Ping knows that environmental actions go beyond the cliché of “green.” Our environmental
focus, which has been a part of our process for the last 50 years, centres on three specific areas:
Certification, Materials, and Social Responsibility:
- We believe Certification of our products by credible third parties is crucial as it
		 provides impartial and verifiable claims that benefit our clients and our industry.
- We believe the Materials we use must meet environmental standards and the same 		
		 high level of quality reflected in our products.
- We believe we have a Social Responsibility to our employees and the communities in 		
		 which we operate.

CONTRIBUTING TO GREEN BUILDING
Our products contribute to the dominant rating systems around the globe. In accordance with LEED
standards, our products support the rapidly renewable credits in the Existing Building standard;
credits 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 for post-consumer credits; and credit 6 for rapidly renewable content in New
Construction and Commercial Interiors.

Green Attributes
Rapidly
Renewable
Content

Component

Weight in
(lbs)

% of
Product
by Weight

% of
Recycled PostConsumer

% of
Recycled PreConsumer

Location of
Extraction

Face Fibre

2.63

41%

0%

0%

New Zealand/UK

Latex

1

16%

0%

0%

Unknown

Primary
Backing

0.25

4%

0%

25%

Taiwan

Cushion

2.5

39%

80%

0%

Thailand

Thailand

Total

6.38

100%

80%

25%

N/A

N/A

N/A

PostConsumer
Recycled
Content

PreConsumer
Recycled
Content

Location of
Extraction

Location of
Manufacturer

Rapidly
Renewable

31.20%

1%

>500 Miles

>500 Miles

40%

Location of
Manufacture

100%

				
Total Contributions

CERTIFICATIONS
Tai Ping supports the independent, third-party product verification process. While we do not
disparage first party claims, we recognise that our customers need and appreciate manufacturers to
participate in independent vetting processes guided by national and international standards. Our
products have achieved the Carpet and Rug Institute’s Green Label Plus certification. Tai Ping has
received certification through the NSF 140 certification process, the first multi-attribute sustainability
standard in the building industry that touches every aspect of the triple bottom line and accounts
for impacts throughout the supply chain.
Programs are in place throughout all our factories that consistently measure usage of water and
energy, emissions and waste per square meter of carpet produced. This enables us to manage the
reduction of both consumption and waste on a continuous basis.
For years we have certified our manufacturing facilities in accordance with ISO requirements. Since
2000, our tile factory in Thailand achieved the ISO 9001 quality management certification and has
been certified to ISO 14001, the environmental management system, since 2004.

MATERIALS
Wool sets the standard to which other fibres aspire. Instead of trying to replicate the qualities of
wool in a synthetic material, Tai Ping Contract has elected to use 100% wool itself. Wool is also a
rapidly renewable material that reinforces the company’s commitment to meaningful environmental
action.
Tai Ping sources its face fibres from some of the world’s most environmentally-aware producers.
Wool’s association with luster and luxury is matched by technical attributes exhibited by no other
fibre. Flame-resistance, smoke-retardation and soil-repellence are naturally inherent attributes of
wool, making it a superior choice for tufted carpet tiles.
Tai Ping is working towards a goal of zero waste. To us, that means eliminating waste in our
manufacturing processes and recycling waste products wherever possible. PREMISE™, Tai Ping
Carpet’s tile backing system, is comprised of 80% post-consumer recycled content.
Environmental benefits aside, PREMISE™ also provides the underfoot comfort and sound insulation
necessary for executive spaces. Over the past two years, our PREMISE™ backing has been successfully
installed throughout Asia and the Pacific Rim with outstanding performance results.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Tai Ping has made it a goal to exceed labour requirements for its manufacturing operations in
Thailand, adopting the rigorous TLS 8001 labour standard. The result has been increased employee
satisfaction and a reduction in turnover. Tai Ping takes seriously its commitment to the community
of workers that makes its business possible.

SPECIFICATIONS

LEGEND*

SAGA

Construction

Patterned Cut / Loop

Face Fibre

100% Wool

Tufted Pile Weight**

42 oz / yd2 (1424 g/m2)

Dye Method

Skein Dyed

Total Thickness

.60 in (15mm)

Backing

PREMISE™ (80% Post-Consumer Recycled Content)

MYTH

FABLE

Size

23.62 x 23.62 in (60 x 60 cm)

Flammability

Flooring Radiant Panel ASTM E-648 Class 1 and BS 4790 Hot Metal Nut

Smoke Density

NBS Smoke Chamber Test ASTM E-662 < 450 Flaming and Non-Flaming

Static Rating

Electrostatic Propensity Test AATCC 134 < 3.5 KV and ISO 6356

Indoor Air Quality

CRI Indoor Air Quality Green Label Plus Identification Number GLP4519

Installation

In addition to the industry’s standard methods of installation, this collection supports more than ten
installation options. Please contact your representative or visit Tai Ping’s website for more details.

Custom

Our skilled in-house design team can work with you to adapt any of these patterns to produce a custom
designed carpet tile with a style and colour palette that expresses your own individual vision.

Adhesive

Tai Ping’s 5809 Pressure Sensitive Releasable Adhesive

Warranty

10 Year Limited Commercial Warranty

*Pattern shown railroaded. Legend pattern is comprised of 12 tiles.
**Tufted pile weight is calculated prior to final shearing and is subject to variances in finished weight.
Wool is a natural fibre and is therefore subject to slight shading and dye lot variations.				
The designs of these products are the property of Tai Ping Carpets and may not be reproduced, copied, or sold by any
party without permission.
All rights reserved worldwide.

ABOUT OUR CARPET TILES
Carpet tiles, with their outstanding modular functionality, are ideal for use in contract
spaces. At Tai Ping, this versatility is enhanced by our understanding of contemporary design,
environmental sensibilities and state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities. Tai Ping Contract’s
carpet tile collections mark the convergence of ten years experience in the carpet tile industry
with the signature aesthetic for which Tai Ping is known.
Benefits of Tai Ping Contract’s Carpet Tiles:
Aesthetics - We use the finest materials and draw from our global design experience to
create uniquely elegant products that enhance even the most sophisticated environments.
Sustainability - Tai Ping’s Premise™ tile backing is comprised of 80% post-consumer 		
recycled material and our tiles are tufted using 100% wool, a rapidly renewable resource.
Versatility - Our carpet tile collections offer the design professional a variety of 		
patterns and scales in coordinating colours and can be installed in as many as 10 		
different installation methods.
Construction - Our carpet tiles have been created with the demands of the modern,
high-end office environment in mind. Our Contract Wool yarn system blends the world’s
most beautiful and most durable wools to create the optimum blend of luxury and 		
performance.

SELECTED LOCATIONS
Americas

Asia

Europe

860 Broadway

26/F Tower A, Regent Centre

60, rue Saint-André des Arts

New York, NY 10003

63 Wo Yi Hop Road

75006 Paris

United States

Kwai Chung, N.T.

France

Tel +1 212 979 2233

Hong Kong

Tel +33 1 53 45 90 65

Tel +852 2848 7668
715 Curtis Parkway SE

Steinhöft 11

Calhoun, GA 30701

9B & 9C Stanley Street

20459 Hamburg

Tel +1 800 433 2440

Singapore 068728

Germany

Tel +1 706 625 8905

Tel +65 6235 2477

Tel +49 40 80 81 94 90

Unit #208-210, 2F

StudioTex Ltd

Centrum Plaza

Unit B03 Clerkenwell Workshops

Sector 53, Golf Course Road

31 Clerkenwell Close,

Gurgaon 122002

London EC1R

India

Tel +44 (0) 20 7785 7111

Tel +91 124 424 3900
Tyndale Flooring Ltd
Solar House Alpine Way
London E6 6LA
Tel +44 (20) 7473 8888
For more information contact
contract@taipingcarpets.com

www.taipingcarpets.com
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